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The New Normal
Life After Lockdown
As governments start taking steps to ease lockdown restrictions, we should
expect a New Normal. Even as restrictions are slowly lifted, we must continue
to do our part to prevent the spread of the virus. Below are some practices and
trends foreseen to continue in life after lockdown.

As countries around the world slowly come back to life, we must be ready and
willing to embrace the New Normal.
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Webinar

CRUSHING IT!
Why do some people consistently
ACHIEVE their goals while others
simply STRUGGLE to even start
setting goals? What are some of the
key traits demonstrated by successful
people? In uncertain times, how
should you equip yourself to overcome
adversity?

10

May

‘20

SUNDAY
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM
(Singapore time)

Join us

for this 60 minute session, where Inayat Bana will inspire you to unleash your
potential by taking stock of your life, reflect on the the path you are on, and share his
perspective on how you can capitalise on opportunities in times of uncertainty. The webinar is
targeted at anyone looking to make a positive change their life; whether you are a senior, a
mid-career professional navigating a world of change, or a young student charting your path
forward.

Click here to Register

INAYAT BANA
Principal Consultant & Co-Founder
(Beacon Consulting)
Inayat Bana is the Principal Consultant & Co-founder of Beacon
Consulting. As a Consultant, Trainer and Researcher, Inayat is
renowned for his ability to conceptualise avant-garde approaches
towards helping organisations and teams propel greater heights
through Business Transformation, Cultural Alignment and Change
Initiatives. He has spearheaded several mega-scale projects and his
work has been published in various media.
Inayat’s personal
philosophy: “If I have two roads to choose from, I would look for the
third.” Over the past 20 years, Inayat has served in various leadership
positions within the Jamati institutions and served as the Far East
Council President from 2006-2012.
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Eid Program
Save the Date – May 24

Join us in a one-of-a-kind
celebration as we bring Eid 2020
festivities to your home
Eid Kai Rung
Far East Kai Sung
Block your calendar for 24 May
at 11:30am (SGT) and join in
with your family.
Photo Submissions:
We would like the community to
participate and share photos. The
best expression of the journey from
the month of Ramadan to Eid
celebrations will be selected &
compiled.
Please send us your photographs by Sunday, 10 May 2020.
Far East Council
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Eid Kai Rung Far East Kai Sung
WHAT TYPE OF PHOTOS
o
o

o
o

o

o

Photo Styling: Share different action/ still shots:
closeup, in action, group or single photo.
Who to Include: Individual or group photos (no more
than 3-4 people) best if it is intergenerational
•
Elderly, Youth, Kids, Male & Female
Number of Pictures: Please submit 2-3 photo for
each type listed or your best shot.
Where & When: Day time - At home, outdoor in your
garden, indoors (please avoid crowded places due to
COVID conditions)
Get creative! Iftar, cleaning the house, food prep,
selecting clothes, singing, jewellery, decorating your
home.
Dress up in your traditional costume while taking the
photographs

GUIDELINES & TIPS FOR
CAPTURING THE PERFECT
PICTURE

Portrait Mode X

HOW TO CAPTURE YOUR PHOTO

We are creating a Far East Eid program
“EID KAI RUNG, FAREAST KAI
SUNG” to Celebrate Eid Ul Fitri. We
want the jamat to participate and share
your photos.

Recommendations
✓ Camera phone : Android or iPhone
✓ Check camera settings to see it is in
• HD Resolution
• 4:3 or 16:9
✓ Natural day light shot, the main light source should be
behind the person recording and subject should face the
light to make them look bright.
✓ Landscape / Horizontal shots only
Please Avoid
❌ Avoid any harsh light source like a lamp
❌ Low lighting & Silhouettes – when the light is behind the
subject being recorded, it makes them look dark.
❌ Vertical / Portrait mode photos (see picture on right)
❌ Be mindful of your surroundings.
❌ Do not capture prohibited/sensitive material in your
photographs – eg. Mowlana Hazar Imam, Relating to
prayer.

Please send us your photographs by
Sunday, 10 May 2020.
The best
expression of the journey from the
month of Ramadan to Eid celebrations
will be selected & compiled.

HOW TO UPLOAD?
o

o
o

Submit the photos to the link with your full name
under [first name] & [last name] as your country so
that we know where it is from.
Upload your high quality photos via the link :
https://bit.ly/EidCommunityUploads
Email it to: fareastportal@gmail.com
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Eid Kai Rung Far East Kai Sung
SOME STYLES OF PHOTOGRAPHS YOU CAN TAKE
PREPARING MEAL

CLOSE UP SHOT

EIDI

EID DAY

CHILD AT WORK

EID DECORATIONS

HENNA APPLICATION

CLOSE UP SHOT

KIDS

EID KA CHAAND

CLOSE UP SHOTS

IFTAARI/SUHOOR
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Register Now
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TED Talk Sunday

This week’s TED talk:
Daphne Koller –
What we’re learning from
online education
TED represents
technology, entertainment
& design.

An insight to the future of
online learning and the
benefits of it.
Daphne
KollerCo founder
of Coursera
Professor at
Stanford
University

All TED talks available
online, free and each talk is
less than 20 minutes long.

What is TED talk Sunday?

Information from www.ted.com

- Concise, weekly, educational videos
- Connect with members of society by
spreading ideas
- Be inspired to learn!
Far East Council
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AT HOME: AKTC’s New Digital Magazine

AT HOME is the Aga Khan Trust for
Culture’s digital magazine.
Over the course of the next few weeks, you
are invited to explore resplendent parks and
gardens from Mali to Afghanistan, witness
incredible performances by some of the
most celebrated music artists in the world,
visit works of architectural excellence that
respond to global problems, and listen to
fascinating accounts of the formation,
evolution, and future of the Aga Khan Trust
for Culture.
Issue 1 content includes:
• The Importance of Culture: a three part series presentation by Professor Raj Isar
introducing the multi faceted notions of culture and heritage.
• The Cultural Agency of AKDN: Luis Monreal reflects in MHI’s vision for AKTC. It touches
on the key milestones, decisions, and projects that have shaped the Trust and the forces
that will impact AKTC in the future.
• Restoring Dignity – Afghanistan: this three part documentary presents cultural
restoration efforts in Kabul, Delhi and Lahore.
• Aga Khan Music Programme: a new creation where Aga Khan Music Initiative and Aga
Khan Music Awards are consolidated. This programme showcases exceptionally creative
musicians and music educators in societies across the world to preserve, revitalise, further
disseminate their musical heritage in contemporary forms.
• Aga Khan Award for Architecture: introduces three projects that highlight the importance
of rural schools. Selected from amongst shortlisted or winning projects, the schools
examine the important role that educational facilities – some located in remote areas –
play in society’s developement. Also featured is a talk by Aga Khan professor Nasser
Rabbat who reflects on lessons of the past and what we can learn with respect to the
current crisis.
Issue 2 will spotlight the Aga Khan Historic Cities Programme in Pakistan and also feature
the Aga Khan Music Programme, the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, with a
presentation on the notion of culture and identity.
Click here to access AT HOME https://the.ismaili/global/digital-magazine-aktc-home-issue-1
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